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Fifteenth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm 

DECIMAL  ISSUES 

3196*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 360735/6 (R.71F) 
consecutive pair of first serial prefix notes. Flat, virtually 
uncirculated. (2)

$1,000

3197
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 900463/4 
(R.71F) consecutive pair of first serial prefix notes. Nearly 
uncirculated. (2)

$500

3198
One dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone 
(1982) (R.71 (pair), 76B (pair), 78 four pairs, trio, run of 4, 
78L (pair)). Nearly uncirculated-uncirculated. (21)

$200

3199
One dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone 
(1982)(R. 71 (AAY pair, trio and run of four), 73 (AJT pair 
and run of four), 74 (single, pair and a fun of five), 75 (BPQ 
trio), 76a (trio), 76b (run of four) 77, 78 (DKE run of five) 
78 L. Nearly uncirculated-uncirculated. (42)

$500

3200
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1967) AHK 589363/4 (R.72) 
consecutive pair. Nearly uncirculated. (2)

$300

3201
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) AGS 863814, AHD 
164604 (R.72). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (2)

$150

3202
One dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) to Johnston/Stone 
(1982)(R.73,74,76bF,76bL,78(2),78L). Good extremely 
fine-uncirculated. (7)

$100

3203
One dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976), GE 414867/76 (R.76a), 
ten consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (10)

$140

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Colonial Auction 23/10/2004 
(lot 499).

3204
One dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) DAN 793522/72 (R. 77) 
original half pack of fifty consecutive notes. Right corners of 
first two curled, otherwise extremely fine or better. (50)

$100

3205
One dollars, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) DJN 00481/500 
a run of twenty. Uncirculated. (20)

$60

3206
One dollars, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNF 872177/277 (R.78) 
bundle of one hundred notes with signed and stamped bank 
wrapper. Last note with corner crease top right, otherwise 
nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (100)

$250

3207
One dollars, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) DKF 057680/782 
a run of 100 with a few gaps in wrapper. Some toning and 
foxing spots otherwise nearly uncirculated. (103)

$300

3208
One dollars, Johnston/Stone (1982) DKF 506342/421 
(R.78) eighty consecutive; DKG 506282/331 (R.78) fifty 
consecutive notes, from original packs with clear wrappers. 
Nearly uncirculated. (130)

$300

3209
One dollars, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78). Very fine - 
extremely fine. (34)

$50

3210
One dollars, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) DLY 854410/9 
a run of ten (gEF+) and thirty three singles (F - EF). Good 
- nearly uncirculated. (43)

$110

3211
One dollars, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78). Very good - good 
fine. (99)

$100

3212
One dollar to twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) also 
two dollars Johnstone/Fraser (1985) in folder for final issue. 
Nearly uncirculated. (5)

$100

3213
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.71) ADV 079078; 
two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.81); five dollars, 
Phillips/Randall (1969) (R.203) NFN 670573; ten dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.301) SAX 338048; twenty 
dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.401) XAJ 660458. In 
an album, uncirculated. (5)

$300
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3214
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAY 259689, ABA 
783915 (R.71); two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FGY 
309580/1, FGY 309597/8 (R.81) includes two consecutive 
pairs. Light stain on left front side of first note, very fine 
- extremely fine. (6)

$100

3215
One dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.71) (2); Phillips/
Randall (1969) (R.73); Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77) (2); two 
dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.81) (5); Phillips/Randall 
(1968) (R.83) (2); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.84); Knight/
Stone (1979) (R.87) JNV 110079/82 a run of four. Fine - 
nearly uncirculated. (17)

$100

3216
One dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.71) (3); Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) (R.74); two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) 
(R.84); ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.304). Mostly 
good very fine - nearly uncirculated. (18)

$140

3217
One dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.71) AEH 585058/9 
a pair and a single (EF - nUNC); Coombs/Randall (1968) 
(R.72) (2) (Good); Phillips/Wheeler (1969) (R.73) (2); 
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.74) (2); Knight/Wheeler (1976) 
(R.76a) (2) (nUNC); Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77) (2); 
Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) (2); two dollars, Coombs/
Wilson (1966) (R.81); Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.83) (2); 
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.84); Phillips/Wheeler (1974) 
(R.85); Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.86) HXH 952225/6, HXY 
769415/6 a pair of pairs and a single; Knight/Stone (1979) 
(R.87) (2). Good - nearly uncirculated. (27)

$150

3218
One dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.71) (VG); Knight/
Stone (1979) (R.78) (4); Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) (8 and 
a run of ten) R.78F (5); two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) 
(R.87) (2); Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) (9); ten dollars, 
Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) (3) in blue folders. Very 
good - uncirculated. (42)

$70

3219
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to two dollars, Knight/
Stone (1979)(R.71, 73, 74, 75, 76a (3 singles and a run of 
five), 76c (8), 77 (run of five and eleven singles), 78 (four 
singles and a run of fifteen), 81, 83 (4), 84, 85, 86a (2), 86b 
and c (several runs)(7). Fine-uncirculated. (80)

$240

3220
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) and five dollars, 
Johnston/Fraser (1985)(R.71(3), 73(6), 74(3), 75(2), 76a(3), 
76c, 77(3), 78(3); 81 (4 singles and a pair), 82(3), 83(9), 
84(4), 85(2), 86b, 86c(2), 87(4), 88(3), 89(3). Fine-nearly 
uncirculated. (59)

$350

3221
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to ten dollars, Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) (R.71, 72, 73, 74, 81, 83, 84, 202, 203, 204, 
301F(SAA), 302, 303, 304, 401, 403). The R. 72 only very 
fine, others mostly nearly uncirculated. (18)

$400

3222
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1967) AHJ 668042 (R.72), 
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.74)(6) includes consecutive pair, 
Knight/Wheeler (1978) (R.76a)(9), Knight/Stone (1979) 
(R.77)(10), Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78)(62), (R.78L) 
includes a pair and consecutive runs of five, six and eight 
notes; two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.87)(3), Johnston/
Stone (1983) (R.88)(2), Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89)(11) 
includes one in folder from NAA Coin Fair; five dollars, 
Phillips/Randall (1969) (R.203)(2), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) 
(R.204)(4), NGT 984979 (R.204F); ten dollars, Coombs/
Wilson (1966) (R.301), Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 23 
(R.310b)(16) including consecutive runs of six and ten notes. 
Housed in an album, fair - uncirculated. (127)

$450

3223
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) to five dollars MacFarlane/
Evans (2001) (R.73 (trio), 82 (pair), 83 (trio), 203 (trio), 
219). The last fine, others nearly uncirculated-uncirculated. 
(12)

$150

3224
One dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) (R.73) (VF); two dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.81) (6); Phillips/Randall (1968) 
(R.83); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.84) (10); Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.89) (5); five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) 
(R.202) (nF); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.204) (5); Johnston/
Fraser (1985) (R.209); Fraser/Higgins (1990) (R.212). Good 
- good very fine. (31)

$150

3225
One dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) (R.73) (2), Johnston/
Stone (1982) (R.78) DNL 977865/8 a run of four, another 
three with same serial number 278736 with prefix letters 
DHC, DHD, DHE and two singles; two dollars, Knight/Stone 
(1979) (R.87) JYH 344736/9 a trio; Johnston/Stone (1983) 
(R.88) KAF 635786/7 a pair, KEY 471704/6 a trio and a 
single; Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) LEN 082854/5 a pair 
plus a single; five dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.207); 
Johnston/Stone (1985) (R.209) (2); ten dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) (R.309) (2); Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310). 
Fine - nearly uncirculated. (31)

$120

3226
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) to twenty dollars, Fraser/
Evans (1993) (R.74, 78 (12), 89 (four singles, pair and run of 
five, 212, 214, 303, 401, 415i), also 310 folder and $50 note 
stamp portfolio 1995 (red serials). Fair - uncirculated. (31)

$160

3227
One dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.74) (2); Johnston/
Stone (1982) (R.78) (11); two dollars, Phillips/Randall 
(1968) (R.83) (3); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.84) (7); 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) (6); five dollars, MacFarlane/
Evans (2001) (R.219) (3); Stevens/Henry (2007) (R.221); 
Stevens/Fraser (2016) (R.224) DC 161126096/8 a trio. Good 
- uncirculated. (36)

$100

3228
One, two, five, ten and twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler 
(1974) BSZ 620689 (R.75); HJK 153055 (R.85); NLP 
456108 (R.205); TDT 854367 (R.305); XHL 531390 
(R.405). Very good - extremely fine. (5)

$120
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3229
One dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.75) (4); Johnston/
Stone (1982) (R.78) (7); five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) 
(R.203); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.204); Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.209); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) 
(2); twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.403); Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) (R.404). Very fine - good extremely fine. 
(19)

$250

3230
One dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77); Johnston/Stone 
(1982) (R.78) DNL 977844/54 a run of eleven plus five 
singles; two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.87); Johnston/
Stone (1983) (R.88) KGC 46681/3 a trio; Johnston/Stone 
(1983) (R.88) (2). Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (23)

$70

3231
One dollars, Knight/Stone and Johnston/Stone signatures 
(1979; 1982)(R.77, 78) (VG - VF) (33); two dollars, Coombs/
Wilson (1966) (R.81) (2); Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.83) 
(8); Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.86); Johnston/Fraser (1985) 
(R.89) (8). Very good - very fine. (52)

$100

3232
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979), to one hundred dollars 
Macfarlane/Evans (1999) (R.77 (3), 78 (25), 89 (6), 212, 
213, 217, 219 (3), 220b, 220c (two pairs), 309 (2), 310b, 
318a, c, 320b, 416c, 420a, 420c (run of ten and a pair), 
516a, 518cF, 618b (trio)), all in Lighthouse album. Very 
good - uncirculated. (71)

$800

Ex Alan J. Hanneman Collection.

3233
One dollars, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) DPE 585711/9 
a run of nine and two singles; two dollars, Coombs/Wilson 
(1966) (R.81) (2, one nUNC); Phillips/Randall (1968) 
(R.83) (2, one gEF); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.84); five 
dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) (R.203) (2); Phillips/Wheeler 
(R.1972) (R.204). Very good - nearly uncirculated. (19)

$250

3234
One dollars, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) DKP 646881/90 
a run of ten; two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) LJZ 
375200/09 a run of ten. Centre folds on the two dollars, 
otherwise nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (20)

$70

3235
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982), to ten dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1991), (R.78 (10 including DLJ pair), 89 (8), 213 (2), 
310b (2), 313a (trio)). Very good - uncirculated. (25)

$140

3236
One dollars, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) (5); two dollars, 
Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.88) and Johnston/Fraser (1985) 
(R.89); five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) (R.212) QFT 
672315/19 a run of five and nine singles; ten dollars, Fraser/
Higgins (1989) (R.312) UYY 307779/82 a run of four; one 
hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) (R.608). Good very 
fine - nearly uncirculated. (26)

$300

3237
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982), to twenty dollars, 
Fraser/Cole (1993) (R.78 (4), 89 (14), 209 (3), 213 (5), 313 
(4), 413, plus R.15), also world notes (23), all in one green 
banknote album. Fair - extremely fine. (55)

$100

3238*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAA 392225 (R.81F). 
Very fine. 

$400

3239
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FCE prefix (R. 81)(2); 
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) GVF prefix (R.84). Centre folds, 
otherwise nearly extremely fine. (3)

$50

3240
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.81(2), 82(2), 83, 84, 89(run of four), 89L). Very 
fine-uncirculated. (11)

$150

3241
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985)(R.81 (pair), 87 (pair), 89 (LPG pair and run of six). 
Uncirculated. (12)

$70

3242
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985)(R.81 (two pairs and a trio), 82 (pair), 83 (single 
and a run of four), 84 (2), 85, 86a, 86b single and a run of 
eight), 86c (trio), 87 (single and a pair), 89L (2). Mostly flat 
uncirculated. (42)

$400

3243
Two dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) KDX 551717/817 
(R.88) pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Some water 
damage, otherwise extremely fine. 

$3003244

Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LJQ 014150/199 
(R.89) consecutive run of fifty notes. Nearly uncirculated 
- uncirculated. (50)

$200

3245
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LLQ 581406/500, 
LLR 581001/5 (R.89) bundle of one hundred notes. Nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated. (100)

$350
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3246
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LPA 928218/317, LPA 
928319 (R.89) bundle of one hundred notes with signed and 
stamped bank wrapper. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. 
(100)

$300

3247
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) LGA 595501/31 
a run of thirty one, LFZ 595932/6000 a run of sixty nine. 
Good extremely fine. (100)

$250

3248
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LLR 581106/205, 
LLR 581306/405 (R.89) two bundles of one hundred notes. 
Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (200)

$700

3249
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LLS 581006/105, LLS 
581206/305 (R.89) two bundles of one hundred notes. 
First note of second bundle with creases, extremely fine 
- uncirculated. (200)

$700

3250
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89)LDG 934082 
- LDG 934153 a run of seventy two, LDG 934161/2 a pair, 
LDG 934164/5 a pair, LDG 934167/88 a run of twenty 
and two singles. Centre folds, otherwise good extremely 
fine. (97)

$250

3251
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) (2) in green 
folders with accompanying Note Printing in Australia 
books; ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) (3) in 
blue folders; also mint sterling silver ten dollars, 1986. 
Uncirculated. (6)

$70

3252
Two dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) CJ 03 555555 
(R.320b), solid number note. Uncirculated. 

$70

3253*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAA 128093 (R.202F) 
first serial prefix note. Nearly uncirculated. 

$500

3254
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NCR 259633/41 
(R.202) nine consecutive notes. The first toned and not fresh 
others nearly uncirculated. (9)

$240

3255
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.202); Phillips/
Randall (1969) (R.203) (3); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.204); 
Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.205); Knight/Wheeler (1976) 
(R.206); Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.208). Good fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (9)

$120

3256
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Fraser/Cole 
(1992)(R.202F, R.208 (run of ten), 214F (run of ten)). First 
fine, others virtually uncirculated. (21)

$600

3257
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Stevens/Fraser 
(2016) (R.201, 212L, 213L, 214L (2), 216 (pair), 216F, 
217aF (2), 217bL, 218bL, 221a (two pairs and single), 
224F (pair), 224L (pair), 222aF, 222bF, 222b, 222bL). 
Uncirculated. (25)

$400

3258
Five dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.206) NQY 209431/6 
a run of six; Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.208) PEH 3954615/8 
a run of four and PEH 422543/5 a trio; Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.209) QED 863226/7. Good extremely fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (15)

$120

3259
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) HK 97 988936 Hong 
Kong handover (Mc$5GF4); AA 01 002490/2 Federation 
(Mc$5GF8) (3); ANDA State Fair issues (6) EE, EF, EG, EH, 
EI, EJ prefixes; ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AA 11 
066427 (Mc$10GF1); twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) 
CF 94 001172 black serials, first polymer issue (Mc$20F/
LF2). All in folders of issue, uncirculated. (12)

$150

3260
Five dollars, McFarlane/Evans (2001) (R.219) Centenary of 
Federation commemorative issue, in folders, one for each 
state, no's 642 of 2,500 issued. Uncirculated. (6)

$80

3261
Five dollars, MacFarlane/Evans (2001) AE 01 pair, FH 01 
run of six (R.219). Uncirculated. (8)

$100

3262
Five, ten, twenty and fifty dollars, McFarlane/Henry (2002), 
BA 06 768215/6 (R.220dF); AA 06 948215/6 (R.320cF); 
AA 06 218215/6 (R.420dF); AA 06 348215/6 (R.520dF) 
consecutive pairs of first 2006 dated prefix, all with last four 
digits matching (8215/8216). Uncirculated. (8)

$300

3263
Five dollars, McFarlane/Henry (2005) GC 05 155788/97 
(R.220c) ten consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (10)

$100

3264
Five dollars, Stevens/Fraser (2016) AA16 0735361, 510/11; 
2684447 (R.224F); AB16 13884 27/36 0945667, 9 (R.224). 
Uncirculated. (16)

$120
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3265
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.202); ten dollars, 
Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.305); Knight/Stone (1979) 
(R.307) TSK 077580/83 a run of four. Extremely fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (6)

$120

3266
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall to ten dollars Johnston/Fraser 
(1988)(R.203 (pair), 204, 205, 206a, b, 301, 303, 304, 305, 
306a, 310 (folder), 310b (trio) also twenty dollars (R.401). 
Nearly very fine-nearly uncirculated. (15)

$320

3267
Five dollars - one hundred dollars, paper issues, five dollars, 
Knight/Wheeler ((R.205), Knight/Stone (R.207), Johnston/
Stone (R.208), Johnston/Fraser (R.209a)(2) (R.209b), 
Fraser/Cole (R.213L) QPG last prefix pair; ten dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (R.301)(3), Coombs/Randall (R.302)(3) 
includes a pair, Phillips/Randall (R.303)(3) includes a pair, 
Phillips/Wheeler (R.304)(3), (R.305)(3)includes two pairs, 
Knight/Wheeler (R.406b)(2) consecutive pair; Johnston/
Stone (R.308), Fraser/Cole (R.313b); twenty dollars, Phillips/
Wheeler (R.404)(4) includes a pair, (R.405), Johnston/Stone 
(R.408), Johnston/Fraser (R.409a)(2) consecutive pair, 
Fraser/Cole (R.413i) AAA prefix, Fraser/Evans (R.415i) 
AAA prefix; fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (R.507L)(3) YHH 
last prefix; one hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (R.609)(2), 
Fraser/Higgins (R.612)(2), Fraser/Cole (R.613), (R.613L)(3) 
includes consecutive pair of last prefix ZLD. Housed in an 
album, good extremely fine - uncirculated. (48)

$3,000

3268*
Five, ten, twenty and fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996), 
matched first serial prefix and numbers set, AA96 001604 
(R.217bF, 318aF, 416cF, 516bF). Uncirculated. (4)

$500

3269
Five, ten, twenty and fifty dollars, Stevens/Henry (2007), 
BA 07 531683 (R.221aF); AA 07 271683 (R.321aF); 
AA 07 331683 (R.421aF); AA 07 171683 (R.521aF) all 
first signature prefix and with last four digits matching. 
Uncirculated. (4)

$160

3270*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAA 000798 (R.301F), 
first serial prefix note. Nearly uncirculated. 

$350

3271
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAT 199404, SDB 
250671 (R.301). Very fine - extremely fine. (2)

$1

3272
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAB 985884/6 (R.301) 
consecutive run of three notes; MacFarlane/Henry (2000) BJ 
03 415006/8 (R.320b) consecutive run of three notes. Nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated. (6)

$120

3273
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.301) (4); Coombs/
Randall (1967) (R.302) (Fine); Phillips/Randall (1968) 
(R.303); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.304) (2); Johnston/
Fraser (1988) (R.310) (7) (EF - nUnc). Fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (15)

$350

3274
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SFN 097549 (R.302). 
Nearly uncirculated. 

$100

In a sealed holder by PCGS as choice AU58.

3275
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Lowe/Fraser (2017) 
(R.302, 309, 313bL (single and pair), 310bF, 310b, 316bL, 
322aF, 322bF, 322bL, 326F (pair), 326(pair), 326L(pair)). 
R309, 310b fine others, nearly uncirculated-uncirculated. 
(17)

$450

3276
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.303) SJA 167241/2 
a pair plus ten singles. Some toning good fine - extremely 
fine. (12)

$180

3277
Ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.304); Lowe/Fraser 
(2017) (R.326) AH 172263730/4 a run of five and AH 
172263736/40 a run of five. Very good - uncirculated. 
(16)

$180

3278
Ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.304). Three good 
extremely fine, rest very good - fine. (19)

$250
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3279*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 946558/60 
(R.310aF) consecutive trio of first prefix notes. Uncirculated. 
(3)

$500

part

3280*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 944435 
(R.310aF), AB 33 943440 (R.310aL) first and last prefixes 
of the first release. Virtually uncirculated. (2)

$750

3281*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 33 943362 
(R.310aL) last serial prefix of first release. Uncirculated and 
very scarce thus. 

$750

3282
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) polymer commemorative 
(R.310a)(2), R.310b (68 includes fifteen runs of three and 
nine consecutive). Very good-nearly uncirculated. (82)

$850

3283*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 57 912902 (R.301bL) 
last serial prefix. Centre bend, otherwise uncirculated and 
rare thus. 

$500

3284
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MRR 996655 (R.313b), trio 
of digit pairs for last prefix note. Uncirculated. 

$100

In a sealed holder by PMG as gem uncirculated 66EPQ.

3285
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.301); Coombs/
Randall (1967) (R.302) (2) (nF - F); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) 
(R.304); Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.305); Johnston/Stone 
(1983) (R.308); twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1967) 
(R.401F) XAA 837181 first prefix (gVF); Phillips/Wheeler 
(1972) (R.404); Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.405). Nearly fine 
- nearly uncirculated. (9)

$300

3286
Ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.304) (4); twenty 
dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.406) (2); Fraser/Cole 
(1991) (R.413); Fraser/Evans, (1994) (R.416aF) first polymer 
prefix; MacFarlane/Evans (1997) (R.418aF) first signature 
prefix. Nearly fine - nearly uncirculated. (9)

$180

3287
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) (4) in blue 
folders; also, worn world notes, Canada, two dollars, 1974; 
New Zealand, ten notes (F.V = $55.00). Good - uncirculated. 
(15)

$100

3288
Ten dollars to fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003), first 
and last serial prefixes AA03/DF03 (R.320bF, L); AA03/
DA03 (R.420bF, L); AA03/DA03 (R.520aF, L). Uncirculated. 
(6)

$350
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3289*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 850115 
(R.401F) first serial prefix. Uncirculated. 

$300

3290*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 938586 
(R.401F) first serial prefix. Slight, wet ink run at top centre, 
otherwise extremely fine or better. 

$300

3291
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 918682 
(R.401F) first prefix note. Good fine. 

$150

3292*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAB 562947/8 
(R.401) consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2)

$200

3293
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 141705/6, 
XAC 996907 (R.401, 401F) includes consecutive pair of 
first prefix note. Very fine - extremely fine. (3)

$300

3294
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), prefixes XAB, XAD, 
XAP (R.401). Extremely fine - good extremely fine. (3)

$100

3295
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.401) (3); Phillips/
Randall (1968) (R.403); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.404). 
Good very fine - good extremely fine. (6)

$300

3296
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.401) (3); Phillips/
Randall (1968) (R.403) (3); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.404) 
(2). Fine - extremely fine. (8)

$250

3297
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.401) (writing on 
back); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.404) (2); Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.409) (3); fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1975) 
(R.506) (2); Knight/Stone (1979) (R.507) (2); Johnston/
Fraser (1985) (R.509) (2). Very good - extremely fine. (12)

$450

3298*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans 
(1994)(R.401(2), 402, 403(4), 404 (single and a pair), 405, 
406a, 407a, 407b(2), 408, 412 (two pairs), 413, 415 (two 
pairs), 416a(2), 416cF(pair); also ten dollars (R.308,309). 
Mostly uncirculated. (31)

$900

3299
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZBQ 166709/9 
(R.402F) consecutive pair of first prefix notes. Very fine 
- extremely fine. (2)

$1,500

3300*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 816798 
(R.402). Good very fine and scarce thus. 

$750
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3301*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 571031 
(R.402F). Flattened of centre fold, otherwise extremely 
fine. 

$750

3302*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967), XBR 186371 
(R.402). Flattened extremely fine and scarce thus. 

$500

In a sealed holder by PCGS as choice XF45.

3303*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 598226 
(R.402). Good very fine. 

$600

3304
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 354462 
(R.402F) first prefix note. Good fine. 

$150

3305*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 917307, 
XBR 999673, XBS 177170 (R.402F,402,402L) all three 
prefixes, first and last included. Extremely fine or better 
and scarce. (3)

$2,500
3306
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969)(R.403) XES 
265237/8, 240/45, broken run of eight consecutive notes. 
Nearly uncirculated-uncirculated. (8)

$300

3307
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.405). Fine. (6)

$140

3308
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985)(R.405 XHE trio and pair, 406a pair, 409a pair, 409b 
pair, Gothic). Mostly flat uncirculated. (11)

$750

3309
Twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) (R.406); Johnston/
Fraser (1985) (R.409) (5). Very fine - extremely fine. (6)

$120

3310*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EKE 476346/7 
(R.409b) consecutive pair of Gothic serial number notes. 
Uncirculated. (2)

$400
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 85 (lot 4270)

3311
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EKQ 475712/3 
(R.409b) consecutive pair of Gothic serial number notes. 
Nearly uncirculated; uncirculated. (2)

$300

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 85 (lot 4269).
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3312
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) REN 601864/6 
(R.412) consecutive run of three notes. Extremely fine. (3)

$120

3313
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.413) RTJ 793683/5 
a trio, RTJ 793686/90 a run of five, RTJ 793679/80 a pair. 
Good extremely fine. (10)

$300

3314
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) PE 94 970642 
(R.416aL) last serial prefix. Very good and rare. 

$400

Ex Status Sale (lot 4891) with lot description.

3315
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) (R.420bF) AA 
03046401 first year prefix, and (R.420bL) DA 03218234 last 
year prefix; fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) (R.520aF) 
03053224 first signature prefix; fifty dollars, Lowe/Fraser 
(2018) (R.526). Uncirculated. (4)

$200

3316
Twenty dollars, Stevens/Henry (2007) to Lowe/Gaetjens 
(2019)(R.421cF, 422aF, 422aL, 427F, 427L). Very fine-
uncirculated. (5)

$150

3317*
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) YAA 524462, YAA 
404268 (R.505F) first serial prefix note. Flattened nearly 
uncirculated; uncirculated. (2)

$750

3318*
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) YAA 430482 (R.505F) 
first serial prefix note. Good very fine. 

$300

part

3319*
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) YAJ 261422/6 (R.505) 
five consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (5)

$750

3320
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) to Fraser/Evans 
(1993)(R.505, 507L, 509aL, 515i, 515L (pair)). Very fine-
uncirculated. (6)

$500

3321
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.509b) OCRB serials. 
Nearly uncirculated. (3)

$140

3322
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.509); Fraser/Evans 
(1993) (R.515) WYK 982254/9 a run of six plus two singles. 
Fine - good extremely fine. (9)

$600

3323
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.513) WHN 605124/5 a 
pair. Good extremely fine. (2)

$120

3324
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.513) WHR 603516/22 
run of seven and WHQ 603940/2 a trio. Extremely fine - 
nearly uncirculated. (10)

$700

3325*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) AA 95 002307 (R.516aF), 
VG 95 902321 (R.516aL) first and last prefixes. Uncirculated; 
very fine. (2)

$400
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3326
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) VG 95 930983 (R.516aL) 
last serial prefix. Fine and rare. 

$100

3327
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) (R.516aF) AA 95331927 
first polymer prefix; Stevens/Henry (2008) (R.521bF) AA 
08657756 first year prefix. Uncirculated; good extremely 
fine. (2)

$150

3328
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) to Lowe/Fraser 
(2018)(R.516a (single and pair), 518cF, 521b, 522aF, 522bF, 
522bL, 526F (three singles and a pair), 526(3), 526L). Nearly 
uncirculated-uncirculated. (17)

$950

3329
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) AA03 (R.520aF) 
trio; AA04 (R.520bF) pair. Uncirculated. (5)

$400

3330*
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 684073 
(R.605F) first serial prefix. Uncirculated. 

$300

3331*
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 799065/6 
(R.608F) consecutive pair of first prefix notes. Uncirculated. 
(2)

$500

3332
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) (R.608); Fraser/
Higgins (1990) (R.612). Very good - nearly fine. (2)

$200

3333
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) to Fraser/Cole 
(1992)(R.608, 609, 612F, 612, 613F, 613, 613L). Virtually 
uncirculated. (7)

$1,000

3334
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) (R.612) ZFY 
401666/75 a run of ten. Good extremely fine. (10)

$1,150

3335
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) AA96 974243 
(R.616F) first serial prefix. Uncirculated. 

$150

part

3336*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) to Lowe/Kennedy 
(2020) (R.616F, 616, 616L, 616TF(AN), 616TL (CS), 
618aL, 618b(2), 618bL, 621aF, 621aL, 621cF, 621c AA, BG, 
622aF(2), 622aL, 627, 628). Uncirculated. (19)

$3,000

3337*
One hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) CF98 
760366 (R.618aL) last serial prefix. Nearly uncirculated 
and rare. 

$500

3338
One hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1999), AA 99 
914552 (618bF) first prefix, JK 99 970584 (R.618bL) last 
prefix. Uncirculated. (2)

$250
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ERROR  NOTES 

3339*
Ten dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990), MBQ 201601 (R.312), 
top right corner cutting error flap with printer's guides on 
flap. Uncirculated. 

$500

In a sealed holder by PCGS as choice UNC 64PPQ.

3340*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1989), EZR 077861 (R.412), 
top right corner flap fold error during intaglio printing phase, 
the only one seen with print on the flap. Uncirculated and 
very rare. 

$2,500

In a sealed holder by PMG as superb Gem UNC67EPQ.

3341*
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) CK 94 794793 (R.315) 
missing intaglio print from front. Extremely fine. 

$200

Received in change in 1994.

COLLECTOR  FOLDERS &  UNCUT  NOTES

3342
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) with note folder; 
five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) FDI embossed folder; ten 
dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) first and last note folders (2). 
Uncirculated. (4)

$100

3343
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AA 00 005089/90 
(R.310) consecutive pair in staff presentation folder (McD.
GF4). Uncirculated and scarce. 

$500

3344
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial issue, AA 
10, AA 16 (Mc$10GF1) includes five consecutive pairs of 
notes. In folders of issue, uncirculated. (10)

$200

3345
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial issue, AA 
01, AA 06, AA 08, AA 10, AA 13, AA 16, AA 19, AA 22 
(Mc$10GF1) includes one consecutive pair of notes. In 
folders of issue, uncirculated. (10)

$200

3346
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial issue, 
dated, AA 00 to AA 17, AA 21, AA 22, AA23 (Mc$10GF1, 
$10GF2, $10GF3). Uncirculated. (21)

$450
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3347
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) dated first issue single 
note folders AA 10, AA 17, AA 21 (print single)(R.A01(a)); 
uncut block of four from bottom of sheet includes last prefix 
AA 23 (R.U01(c)); five shillings (1946) vignette, 1803/2000 
limit. Uncirculated. (7)

$250

3348
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) single note folders (2); 
two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) single note folder (2, 
LPD pair); five dollars Fraser/Cole (1992) IBNS folder; USA 
vertical strips of four one dollars (1988) and two dollars star 
notes (1976). Uncirculated. (7)

$60

3349
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), Evans/MacFarlane 
(1998) two note folders, Deluxe & Premium. In NPA folders 
of issue, uncirculated. (2)

$60

3350
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992), AA 14 000105, single note 
in staff presentation folder dated 7 July 1992 (Mc$5F/LF5). 
Uncirculated. 

$200

3351
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993-94) (R.213, 214) last paper 
and first polymer folder; ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) 
(R.310) in blue folder; ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) 
(R.316) low numbered deluxe folder. Uncirculated. (3)

$50

3352
Five, ten, twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars, Macfarlane/
Evans (1997) (R.218, 318, 418, 518, 618), low numbered 
deluxe folders. Uncirculated. (5)

$250

3353
Five, ten, twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars, Macfarlane/
Evans (1999), Low Numbered Notes, Premium folder 
uncirculated note set, 1999, matching red serials, AA 99 
000877 (McD DYF31). Uncirculated. 

$400

3354
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) uncut block of 
four AA 04/05/10/11 177578. Uncirculated. 

$120

3355
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) uncut vertical strip of 
four; Canada uncut sheet of forty notes (1973) each in tube. 
Uncirculated. (2)

$120

3356
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) uncut vertical pairs 
(R.U16e), in folders of issue. Uncirculated. (2)

$250


